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Workers at a factory in Krasnodar may need to plan their next act of civic disobedience around
the water cooler, now that police have blocked an online community they were using to plan a
protest.

On Nov. 12, the social network Vkontakte first notified users that it is now blocking access in
Russia to a community created by employees at the Sedin Machine-Tool Plant in Krasnodar,
in accordance with orders from the Prosecutor General issued on Nov. 11.

Vkontakte told the website TJournal that it doesn’t know why the community has been
banned by the Russian authorities, though the company has asked for a formal explanation.

A spokesperson for Roskomnadzor, Russia’s federal censorship agency, told TJournal that
prosecutors responded to “calls for unauthorized mass events” published on the factory



workers’ community page.

Factory employees told TJournal that they suspect the catalyst for the police action was an
announcement posted in the community on Nov. 9, declaring plans for a “people’s
gathering.”

Today, the Vkontakte group still exists, though it is accessible in Russia only through the Tor
browser or Internet proxies. Community administrators have even added the words “only
through the Tor browser” to the group’s name. Workers have also launched a new community
to replace the one banned by the government. At the time of this writing, there are 192
members in this new group. (The original group had 389 members.)

Workers are reportedly planning a public demonstration to air their dissatisfaction with the
unfulfilled promises of the country’s ruling political party, United Russia. In the spring, the
party distributed leaflets telling factory employees that their wage arrears would be resolved
promptly and new investors would be found to revitalize the region’s manufacturing industry.

Today, workers say they’re still owed significant back wages, and many are being forced to
take leave without pay and accept renegotiated labor contracts. According to one local report,
activists from United Russia and the party’s youth wing, Molodaya Rossiya, tried to disrupt a
protest by Krasnodar’s factory workers earlier this year.
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